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New Products

Energy-harvesting 

920MHz ISM Band  

Multi-hop Wireless Sensor 

System 

Fujikura has released an energy-harvesting wireless sensor system. Its sensor 
node operated by a hybrid power source with a battery and a solar cell comes with 
five sensors-temperature, humidity, illumination, atmospheric pressure, and 
motion. The sensor node can be installed anyplace since such power source doesn’t 
require any power wiring. Moreover, it materializes maintenance free operation 
when above certain illuminance condition.

Features
1. Energy-harvesting

Its sensor node comes with the Dye-sensitized Solar Cell (DSC) developed 
in-house. Since DSC has superior output power performance even in indirect 
light conditions, the sensor nodes can operate only by DSC in various operation 
environments.

2. Wider and more highly reliable wireless network
This sensor system employs long range unlicensed 920 MHz ISM band. Its 

multi-hop wireless function configures optimal route autonomously and multi-
link connection. Those features secure reliable and redundant wireless-
sensing in a wide area.

3. Low power consumption, hybrid power source
At more than 300 lux illuminance condition, the sensor node can operate by 

solar power only. At less than 300 lux illuminance condition, it also can operate 
by hybrid power source-solar and a lithium primary battery. For example, 
even at 200 lux illuminance condition, it is not required to replace the battery 
for 7 years. 

4. Extensibility
Its sensor node has external ports for optional sensors. We plan to develop 

optional sensors reflecting requirements from markets and will respond to 
various IoT sensing needs to resolve customers’ problems.
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Fig. 1. Feature of Multihop communication.
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Fig. 2. Hardware appearances.
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